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This invention relates to building panels and more 
particulary to the type of building panel which is fabri 
cated of two layers of translücent plastic materiai lami 
nated to the Sides of an interior open gridWork core. 

Panels of the indicated typeare of sandwich design and 
usually comprise an interior gridWork composed of eX 
truded aluminum beams locked to each other and to a 
frame or perimeter made of aluminum extruded beams, 
and a one piece layer of Fiberglas reinforced acrylic-poly 
esterplastic bonded to each Side of thegridworkby meanS 
of an adhesive which is activated by heat and preSSure. 

Transiucent buiding panels of the indicated type have 
found fayor in buiding constructions because of their 
light tranSmitting and inSulating qualities,their light 
weight and their attractive appearance. Another impor 
tant factor in their favor is the low cost of installation 
of Such panelS. They are hindered however,in their 
acceptance for many other uses in which they can be 
employed with equal success because of the cost of their 
construction. Whie the Structure of these panels is rela 
tively simple and itis principaly constituted of Sheets of 
plastic and extruded aluminum beams that readily lend 
themselves to mass production methods,the assembly of 
Such partsis accomplished by a hand operation that raises 
the cost of these panels above that which would enable 
them to favorably compete with other customary,though 
probably less Satisfactory,constructions,In the assem 
bly of these panels,the most time consuming operation, 
So faras laboris concerned,is probably thejoining of the 
aluminum beams together to form the open framework, 
Recognizing this,the art has tried various expedients to 
reduce the asSembly time of such beams withoutafecting 
the strength of the structure,which it will be readily 
understOOd,is of greatimportance in a structure as light 
in weight as these panels andemployed for the purposes 
for which they have been designed, 
The primarypurpose of the presentinventionisto pro 

vide an improyed translucent building panel of the indi 
cated type which is structurally strong for the purposes 
intended and yet which is of a construction that readily 
adapts itself to rapid,1ow cost assemblage. 
Another object of the invention is to provide a trans 

lucent buiding panel of the indicated type in which the 
gridwork beams are joined by an improved extremely 
simpleyetrugged connection thatenables the beams to be 
readity assembledinto gridwork form. 

Other objects of the invention,as wel as the adyan 
tages thereof,wil become apparent from the following 
description when read in connection with the accon 
panying drawings,in which 
FIG.1 is a perspective view of a building panel em 

bodying the invention and partially broken away to show 
its interior construction; 
FIG. 2 is an eniarged detailed Sectional view taken 

along the line 2?2 of FIG,1; 
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FIG.3 is an enlarged horizontal Sectionai view taken 

along the line 3?3 of FIG.1; 
FIG.4is a perspectiye view of one of the core beams; 
FIG.5is a vertical Sectional view on an enlarged Scale 

taken along the line 5?5 of FIG.3; 
FIG,6 is a view Similar to FIG,5,but taken along 

the line 6?6 of FIG,3;and 
FIG,7 is an enlarged detailed Sectional view of the 

upper end of a longitudinal core beam and associated 
portions of tranSverse core beams. 

in the drawings,the reference numerals 16,11 indi 
cate the tranSyerse and longitudinal beam elements,re 
Spectively,which make up the interiorgridwork core of 
the panel. Laminated to the sides of the gridwork are 
two sheets 12,12 of translucent material such as the plas 
tic above indicated. The edges of the gridwork and the 
sheets are enclosed by Side frame beam elements i3. 

It Wil be noted that the frame elements ?0 and 1í are 
in the nature of I-beams and are preferabiy made of ex 
truded aluminum,though they may be made of other 
Suitable materials and formed by other methods of con 
Struction wel known to the art,Each of the elements 
?9,?? has a web portion i5 extending from end to end 
thereof and haying provided alongits iongitudinal edges 
flanges 16,?6 which project outwardly from each side 
of the web portion ?5. The inner side of each fange 
is formed by a Substantially flat,piane longitudinal Sur 
face ?7 which extends throughout the length of the flange, 
and a coextensive inclined surface 18 joined along one 
longitudinal edge with plane Surface 17 and along its 
other longitudinaledge with a surface of web portion 15. 
The outer Surfaces of the fianges 16 preferably are mi 
nutelygrooved longitudinaly at19to provideameansfor 
holding the adhesive by which such outer surfaces are 
adhered to the inner Surfaces of the pjastic sheets i2. 
The aforesaid grooved fanges f6 on each of the beam 

elements ?$ and ?,terminate at points short of the ends 
of Such elements so that the ends 20 of the web portion 
project beyond the ends of such fianges The length of 
Such projecting ends 20 is at least as great as the width 
of the plane surfaces ?7on the fianges f6 and preferably 
Sightiy greater,but less than the distance between the 
outer edge of a flange ?6 and the associated Surface of 
theweb portion15 on which suchflangeis provided. The 
Upper and loWer extremities of each web end 26 are 
formed to provide oppositely extending,deformable,fric 
tion locking members 2?,21,the outer ends of whichare 
normally Spaced apart a distance greater than the dis 
tance between opposed plane surfaces 17 on the fianges 
?6 associated with such web. The locking members 21, 
which preferably are constituted of relatively soft metal 
aluminum,are constructedso thattheirouterends may be 
readily bentin the assembly of the beams. Thus a web 
end2@ of one beam can be frictionaly wedged between 
the opposed plane Surfaces 17 on one side of another 
beam,and the two beams will be frictionally locked to 
gether by such members21, 
The beam elements1@ and11 diferin the respect that 

they are of diferent lengths. The lengths of the longi 
tudinal beams 11 are Substantially uniform and extend 
the length of the buildingpanelinsubstantialparallelism. 
The shorterbeamelements10are disposedatrightangles 
to the beams11 and their lengths depend upon the widths 
of the spacing between the beams11 in which they are 
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Jocated,Asis customary,the transverse beam elements 
10 may be variably arranged in the spacings between the 
beams 11 to obtain any desired pattern or architectural 
efect. 

In aSSembling the elements which are to constitute the 
interior gridwork of a panel,the longitudinal beams 11 
are arranged in Substantialy paralel relation and then 
the transverse beamS 19 are aSSembledininterlocked rela 
tion on the iongitudinal beamS. In interlocking a beam 
10 with a beam11,an end20 ofthe formeris inserted at 
right angles into the space betweenthe fanges f6 on one 
side of the latter,with beam 10 slightly tilted to permit 
the unbent locking members 2? on such end 26 to enter 
between the opposed plane Surfaces f7 of Such flanges. 
Beam 10 is inserted until the adjacentends ofthe flangeS 
16thereof comeinto engagementwiththe outerside edges 
of the flanges on the beam 11. The workman thenturns 
the transverse beam 10 aboutits longitudinalaxisto bring 
it to a vertical position. In this turning movement the 
outer ends of the locking members 2? on beam {@ wipe 
along the opposed plane Surfaces 17 of beam ? and are 
bent in opposite directions(note FfG,6)so that by the 
time Such turning wiping action is completed the trans 
verse beam 10 will be frictionaily interlocked with the 
aSSociated beam 11. AS has been indicated and as is 
shown more clearlyin FIG.7 of the drawings,the length 
of the tongues 26 on the transverse beams 10 may be 
greater than the widths of the plane surfaces 17 on the 
inner Sides of the fianges i6 So that Such tongues Wili 
come into wedging relation with the inclined Surfaces 18 
thereby enhancing the frictional grip between the beams, 

ft will be apparent that the assembly of the interior 
gridwork in the manner indicated can be accomplished 
in a relatively shortperiod by workmen of relatively1ittle 
skiH. Even though this operation is relatively rapid,it 
has been found that the friction lock between the beams 
will provide a rigid structure that may be handled with 
out danger of displacement of the beams and which is 
capable of sustaining Substantial streSSes without becom 
ing disaSSembled,Thus it is likely that this manner of 
connecting the beams together may make it possible for 
the first time in this art to enable the production of these 
panels to be accomplishedin an aSSembly ine operation, 

After the interior gridwork elements 10 and if have 
been assembled in the desired relation,the tranSlucent 
facing members or sheets 12 are applied to opposite sides 
of the gridwork with the aid of a Suitableadhesive 22 in 
FIG,7. The adhesive is preiminariy spread over and 
along the grooved edge surfaces 9 ofal of the gridwork 
beam elements 10,11 and adheres the inaer Surface por 
tions of the Sheets 12 overying Such Surfaces i9 to the 
1atter. The adhesive bond between the beam elements 
10,11 and the sheets i2 fixes Such parts in their desired 
relationship and coacts with the friction Iock between 
the beam elements to provide a rigid panel of great 
Strength. 

It will be noted that the beams ?0 and i? of the grid 
work are each provided centrally of the web portion ?5 
thereof with a pair of Spaced longitudinaly extending 
flanges 23,23 projecting outwardly from each Side of the 
web portion 15,As is shown more cleary in FIG. 4 
ofthedrawings,thefianges23,23inthe transverse beams 
10 are approximately coextensive with the edge fanges 
16thereof and extend up to the innerends of notches 24, 
24 provided in the end portions 20,20 of the web 15. 
The notches 24,24 are of a depth approximately equah 
to the length of the end portions 26,26 and are wide 
enough to readily receive the flanges 23,23 of the as 
sociated longitudinal beams ii of the gridWork and the 
corresponding flanges 23',23"provided on the Side frame 
beams i3(note FIG,5). ft will be understood that as 
a resuit of this construction the opposing pairs offianges 
23,23 on two adjacent transverse beams f0 will form 
with the portions therebetween of the fianges 23,23 on 
one longitudinal member1i and on either another longi 
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tudinal member i1,or of the fianges 23",23" on a side 
frame beam member i3,a frame adapted to receive a 
sheet25 of Suitablesize. Thus those sheets25 which are 
mounted in the frames so formed in the gridWork,Will 
be located centraliy of the gridWork and approximately 
midway between the outerside sheets12,12. The Sheets 
25 preferably are made of translucent plastic material 
of a Suitable color or a variety of colors and may be 
1ocated in any suitable arrangement in Said frames in 
the gridwork to obtain desired color and design efects. 
It wil be apparent that the aforesaid construction enables 
the resultant color efect to be displayed to equal ad 
Vantage on both Sides of thepanel. 
The building panel is finished atits edges by the side 

frame beams 13. Preferably the Side beams ?3 eachin 
clude a web portion 27 havinginwardy extending fianges 
28,28 which are Spaced apart a distance equal to the 
length of the space between the edge flanges i6,16in the 
beamelements ?9 and 11 and which arealigned with Such 
fianges 16,16(mote F?GS,2,3 and 5). The locking 
members 2? of the associated transverse beams 10 are 
frictionaly locked with the inner Surfaces of Such fanges 
28,28 in the manner previously explained with respect 
to flanges 16,The fianges 28,28 also form with outer 
inwardly extending flanges 29,29 arranged in Spaced 
parallei relation thereto,a pair of longitudinally extend 
ing recesses to receive the associated edge portions of 
the two facing sheets 12,i2. The Said edge portions of 
the facing Sheets may be permanentiy 10cked in Such 
longitudinal recesses with the aid of a Suitable adhesive, 
the bond of which may be enhanced by roughening or 
grooving either one or both opposing Surfaces of each 
pair offianges 28,29. The ends of the side frame beams 
?3 are beveled so that the several fianges thereof wi? 
properly enclose the facing sheets 12,?2 and also the 
colored Sheets 25 Which may be aSSOciated with the ends 
of such Side beamS. This construction has the advantage 
thatthe outerenclosingfianges29 ofthesideframe beams 
form an integral protecting lip for the facing sheets,It 
is to be understood however,that the panel may be con 
structed without the protective flanges2?,so thattheside 
edge portions of the facing Sheets are Secured to the 
flanges 28 of Such Side frame beams in the Same manner 
that the inner portions of Such sheets are Secured to the 
flanges ?6ofthegridwork beams10 and 1?. 
Having illustrated and described a preferred embodi 

ment of my invention,what I claim as my invention is: 
1. A Structural panel comprising a multiplicity of rigid 

beams extending approximately the length of the panel 
in one direction and disposed in Spaced parallelism,a 
piurality of rigid beams of shorterlength disposed atright 
angieS to Said longer beams,each of Said beams having 
a web portion of Substantial depth extending from end 
to-end thereof and fianges extending along opposite edges 
of Said Web portion,the fianges in each of said shorter 
beams on at least one end thereof,abutting against in 
terrnediate portions of the flanges on at least one of said 
1Onger beams,the fianges on Said longer beams present 
ing oppositely directed plane Surfaces of a width sub 
Stantialy greater than the thickness of the web portion, 
Said abutting ends of Said shorter beams having lockin 
projections provided adjacently beyond the associated 
fiange ends and iccated between said opposed surfaces, 
Said iocking projections extending outwardiy from the 
aSSociated Web in opposite directions,being made of 
readiy deformable material,and being bent in opposite 
directicns and frictionaily engaging such opposed edges 
in such tight relation,that Said projections and opposed 
Surfaces frictionaly lock the associated short and long 
beams together,and a pair offacing sheets of translucent 
m3teria Secured to the outer Surfaces of al of said 
ianges and enclosing thegridworkformed by Said beams. 

2. A structurai pane as defined in claim 1 in which 
Said Gcking projections and said opposed surfaces are 
constitutcd of aluminum,the aluminum material of suct 
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projections and surfaces being deformed under force so 
that Suchelements are formedinto a permanentinterlock 
ing relation. 
3,A structural panel as defined in claim 1 in which 

the flanges on Said Ionger panels are provided with in 
cined Surfaces located adjacently inWardy of Said op 
posed Surfaces,and in Which Said locking projections are 
deformed against and are interlocked in Wedging rela 
tion With Said inclined Surfaces. 

4. A Structural panel as defined in claim 1,in which 
Said Short and long beams are provided on the longitu 
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dinal central sections of the web portions thereof with 
a pair of Spaced flanges extending in the Same direction 
as Said edge fianges,the central Spaced fianges on associ 
ated short and ong beams forming a pluraity of shees 
frames intermediate Said facing Sheets,and colored sheets 
mounted in Said sheet frames. 
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